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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
The chief goal of the SOCRADES project is to develop a service-oriented infrastructure for the industrial
automation domain, utilizing smart Web Service-enabled embedded devices as building bricks.
Notwithstanding the expected developments, some technical and economic constrains limit the applicability
of service-enabled devices.
From a technical point of view, some limitations are:
•

•
•

Devices that, due to energy constrains, must be limited in functionality (e.g. wireless sensors). These
devices can only provide rudimentary interfaces, which must be adapted in order to be integrated to the
SOCRADES infrastructure.
Devices that, due to space or other physical constrains (e.g. location deep inside a large machine),
require special communication protocols and interfaces.
Devices that are virtual (i.e. exist in a 3D simulation environment).

From an economic point of view, some limitations are:
•

•
•

Most end users have large existing installations that represent large investments. Legacy devices cannot
be replaced by service-enabled devices, and must therefore be adapted in order to be incorporated into a
SOCRADES infrastructure.
In some cases of either very simple devices, the cost of introducing Web Services is still not economically
feasible.
In some cases of very specialized devices, the cost of adding Web Services capabilities is prohibitive.

The proposed approach to overcome these situations is to utilize service-oriented gateways, a gateway being
an embedded device that is readily integrated into the SOCRADES infrastructure and that is also able to
interact with non service-enabled devices. Therefore, gateways provide two interfaces: a Web Service
interface to the SOCRADES infrastructure, and a back-end interface using other protocols to interface to other
devices/protocols/infrastructures.
This document represents a specification of such gateways devices. However, this document must not be
interpreted as a ready solution to a particular adaptation problem. Instead, guidelines are provided that will
assist engineers in developing gateways for specific applications. These guidelines facilitate the selection of a
particular physical configuration for the gateway, the required hardware, and methods for adapting backend protocols to Web Services. In addition, use cases are provided in order to assist engineers in identifying
the corresponding solution to typical situations.

1.2. Gateway approach
Figure 1 gives a schematic representation of gateway based communication between two networks. It shows
a gateway between a SOCRADES network and a non-service enabled device network. The SOCRADES
application as well as and the device application are using specific protocol stacks for communication with
other entities. The communication mechanism used by SOCRADES applications will very likely be a variety
of Web Services (based on the HTTP protocol and a standard TCP/IP stack). As device specific
communication mechanisms usually differ significantly from standard protocol stacks a gateway providing
a bridge between the two kinds of protocol stacks is required.
The communication stacks that will actually be used are not necessarily OSI stacks as shown in Figure 1. As
already mentioned, the SOCRADES protocol stack will be based on Web Services, HTTP, and TCP/IP. The
reason for that choice is that TCP/IP has become the de-facto standard for internetworking of computers
though being not completely compliant with the OSI model. Device specific protocol stacks, on the other
hand, usually deviate even more from the OSI model as they are designed to work for small devices with
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very limited resources. This is particularly true for protocol stacks for wireless sensor networks, which are
usually based on IEEE 802.15.4 (physical and MAC layers), using ZigBee or something similar as network
and application layer mechanisms. The same applies for legacy wireline protocols that were developed
when the available computational power of field devices was much lower than currently available. Thus,
Figure 1 is just intended to provide a rough idea of the principle function of a gateway. Descriptions of
specific protocol stacks are not within the scope of this deliverable anyway.
Transformation and Proxy-Principles-Specification in D2.2
SOCRADES network

Device network

SOCRADES
application

Gateway

Device
application

SOCRADES
Application

Gateway Application
(including virtual proxies)

Device
Application

Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data link
Physical

Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data link
Physical

Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data link
Physical

Application
Presentation
Session
Transport
Network
Data link
Physical

Requirements specification in D2.2 for the SOCRADES-Stack

Figure 1: SOCRADES gateway principle
There are a variety of possibilities for connecting two networks within the gateway as this should be possible
on nearly each layer of the communication stack. For instance the two networks could use the same protocol
stacks from the Network layer upward, whereas employing different mechanisms on the physical and data
link layers. As device specific protocol stacks usually differ significantly from the SOCRADES protocol stack
it is reasonable to perform transformations completely on the application layer thus not precluding any type
of protocol stacks used in the device network. In particular, protocol stacks used for wireless sensor
networks are quite different from TCP/IP type protocol stacks, lacking many of its features due to efficiency
reasons. Moreover, in SOCRADES there is the need for virtual proxies (see deliverable D6.1) and it is
assumed that the device application is not capable to provide all information required by the SOCRADES
application. Thus the gateway should have its own application level functions that may perform non-trivial
processing to data obtained from either of the two networks.
Relaying of messages between the two kinds of networks is assumed to occur in a bi-directional way. A
minimal version of a gateway may just perform translation of an application level message obtained from an
entity in the SOCRADES network into a device specific message format and vice versa. However, a gateway
may also perform much more complex task that require specific functionality in the gateway. For instance,
an administrative service may provide a complete view of the whole device network attached to a field bus
connected to the gateway upon a single request.
In general, abstraction from device specific representations of properties and data is recommended. This
allows usage of generic mechanisms and services in the SOCRADES network. If required, additional device
specific services may be offered by the gateway. For instance, a SOCRADES application may only be
interested in a certain representation of data delivered by a wireless sensor network regardless of the
identity and attributes of the specific sensor nodes that delivered those data. This may be achieved by
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providing data centric abstractions of the wireless sensor network that hide unnecessary details. For
administration and maintenance purposes, on the other hand, those details may be provided via a specific
sensor node management service.
Management interfaces for devices or WSAN may also support autonomic management mechanisms that
allow the administrator to specify high-level goals (e.g. in the form of policies) rather than particular
configuration parameters. This requires the existence of autonomic managers residing in the gateway or in
individual devices that can be instructed and queried by the management services residing on the gateway.

1.3. Gateway and mediator roles
The SOCRADES infrastructure proposes two different types of gateway devices:
•

Devices that shall be called gateways, which are intended to provide transport of a legacy protocol using
Web Services. In this scenario, the programming and application model matches that of the legacy
protocol, with the difference that Web Services are used for transport.

•

Devices that shall be called mediators, which are intended to provide a service-oriented interface to
processes implemented using legacy protocols. In this scenario, the programming and application model
match the Service-oriented Architecture paradigm, and users of the service need not be aware of the
programming model corresponding to the legacy protocols.

Table 1 summarizes the characteristics and differences between gateways and mediators. Use cases that
follow in the next subsections will further illustrate scenarios in which either type of device is used.
Device type

Front end protocol

Back end protocol

Application model

Gateway

Web Services

Legacy protocol

Legacy

Mediator

Web Services

Legacy protocol

Web Services

Table 1: Summary of gateway and mediator characteristics

1.4. Outline
This specification document is structured as follows. First, use cases for gateways are presented. The use
cases include:
• control and industrial I/O scenarios
• wireless sensor/actuator network scenarios
• scenarios including virtual objects
Then, hardware configurations are specified. These hardware configurations provide guidelines as to what
kind of hardware platforms to use for different gateway scenarios, and how to connect to the non-serviceenable devices.
Finally, the problem of protocol adaptation is addressed. Here, different methods for adapting legacy or
limited protocols to Web Services are proposed.

2. Use Cases
This section presents use cases for gateways and mediators within the SOCRADES infrastructure. The use
cases are subdivided into application domains for organization:
• Cross-domain use cases.
• Use cases related to control devices.
• Use cases related to field I/O devices.
• Use cases related to wireless devices.
• Use cases related to virtual objects in simulation environments.
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2.1. Common gateway use cases
In the following sections, a number of use cases common to all types of SOCRADES gateways are described.
The use cases are structured into following categories:
•

Gateway Management: related to the management of the gateway (e.g. power up, configuration,
shutdown)

•

Service Management: related to the management of the services offered by the SOCRADES container
(e.g. deployment, configuration, activation)

2.1.1. Gateway Management
Figure 2 shows the use cases related to management of a SOCRADES gateway. In the following, the main
use cases (in green color) are briefly described in separate sections; the sub use cases (<<include>>
relationships) and the specialized use case "Firmware update" are described together with the respective
main use case. All gateway management use cases are triggered by a human or SOCRADES application
incorporating the "Administrator" role.

Figure 2: Gateway management use cases
2.1.1.1 Gateway maintenance
This use case represents all kinds of activities that can be categorized as maintenance tasks. In particular, this
includes bug fixes, software updates and cleanup of temporary data. As an example, the use case "Firmware
Update" that specialises the use case "Gateway maintenance" has been introduced. Usually the use case
"Gateway maintenance" implies that services are suspended before starting maintenance activities and
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restarted after completion of those activities. The sub use case "Restart services" has been introduced to take
this into account.
2.1.1.2 Manipulate permissions
This use case represents all actions that modify any kind of access permissions required for authorization
purposes, e.g. when an application wants to use a particular service offered by the gateway or when a
mobile HMI wants to directly communicate with a device via field bus or radio interface.
2.1.1.3 Activate gateway
This use case represents all actions that have to be performed when a gateway device is started. As an
example for such actions, two sub use cases have been specified explicitly:
•
•

"Start services" : start-up of the service container and all deployed services that are marked as active
"Start devices": start-up of all devices attached to the gateway via field bus or radio interface
2.1.1.4 Configure gateway

This use case represents any configuration changes that can be performed while the gateway is up and
running without suspending the service container or any active services. Configuration changes that require
suspending services are covered by use case "Gateway maintenance".
2.1.1.5 Deactivate Gateway
This use case represents all actions that have to be performed when a gateway device is stopped. As an
example for such actions, two sub use cases have been specified explicitly:
•
•

"Stop services" : shutdown of the service container and all active services
"Stop devices": shutdown of all active devices attached to the gateway via field bus or radio interface

2.1.2. Service Management
Figure 3 shows the use cases related to management of a SOCRADES gateway service. In the following, the
main use cases (in green color) are briefly described in separate sections; the sub use cases (<<include>>
relationships) and the specialized use cases (generalization relationship) are described together with the
respective main use case. All service management use cases are triggered by a human or SOCRADES
application incorporating the "Administrator" role.
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Figure 3: Service management use cases
2.1.2.1 Install service
This use case represents installation of a service on the gateway. It includes upload of the service package to
the gateway (sub use case "Upload service package") and deploying the service in the SOCRADES container
(sub use case "Deploy service in container").
2.1.2.2 Activate service
This use case represents activation of a service. If the SOCRADES container is running, this includes starting
the service. Otherwise, it is just marked as active which means that it will be started when the SOCRADES
container is being started.
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2.1.2.3 Configure service
This use case represents configuration of any properties of a service. Two specializations of this use case are
given in the diagram:
•

"Query service usage statistics": This use case assumes that usage statistics are collected by the
SOCRADES container while a service is running.

•

"Request service fault alerts": This use case assumes that there are watchdogs that detect fault states of a
service and can send alerts to a service administrator.
2.1.2.4 Monitor service

This use case represents various ways to monitor a service. Two specializations of this use case are given in
the diagram:
•

"Update service profile": This use case assumes that a service profile containing data that influence the
runtime behaviour of the service is used for each service.

•

"Change service priority": This use case assumes that the SOCRADES container uses a priority scheme to
determine the order in which queued service requests are executed.
2.1.2.5 Deactivate service

This use case represents deactivation of a service. If the SOCRADES container is running, this includes
stopping the service. Otherwise, it is just marked as non-active which means that it will not be started when
the SOCRADES container is being started.
2.1.2.6 Uninstall service
This use case represents de-installation of a service on the gateway. It includes un-deploying the service
from the SOCRADES container (sub use case "Undeploy service from container") and removal of the service
package from the gateway’s memory ("Delete service package").

2.2. Control device mediator use cases
This subsection describes use cases for service-oriented mediators for control devices. The motivation for
mediating existing or legacy control devices, as opposed to deploying service-enabled control devices, may
be for example:
•
•
•
•

A legacy control device is controlling an existing system and replacing it by a new device would require
a large investment.
A company may not have the know-how to re-implement the control algorithms in the legacy device.
Control programmers may not be familiar with the service-oriented concept and can only program
legacy devices.
Large company policy may dictate the use of certain legacy (and mature) devices for mission-critical
control.

In the following subsections, a number of use cases for SOCRADES mediators for control devices are
described. The use cases are structured into following categories:
•
•

Invocation of control functions: related to the execution of physical operations commanded by an
industrial controller.
Event notifications: related to the notification of process events.

2.2.1. Mediator topologies
Four possible topologies are proposed in order to structure the relationship between a legacy control device
and a service-oriented mediator. All topologies require of exchange of data between the mediator and the
11/51
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controller. However, different topologies are more or less intrusive to the physical configuration of the
controller, and to the existing software running in the controller.
Table 2 summarizes the topologies that are described in the next four use cases. Two topologies see the
mediator take a master role in communications: the mediator is in charge of initiating all exchanges of data
that is required for the Web Service interface. Two other topologies see the mediator take a slave role: the
controller initiates all exchanges of data. The slave approach therefore requires changes in the controller
software, as the functionality to interact with the mediator needs to be implemented. When the mediator acts
as a master, the only change needed in the controller software is to configure the appropriate data variable to
be available to external devices through a protocol such as a fieldbus; no software change is needed.
While the approach where the gateway acts as a master fieldbus device is clearly the less intrusive for both
hardware and software reconfiguration, and is also the most generally applicable approach, the remaining
approaches may be necessary when the necessary communication interfaces are not available.
Topology

Controller hardware
modifications

Controller software
modifications

Use case section

Master fieldbus device

No

Small configuration change

2.2.1.1

Master back plane module

Yes

Small configuration change

2.2.1.2

Slave I/O card

Yes

Yes

2.2.1.3

Slave fieldbus device

No

Yes

2.2.1.4

Table 2: Summary of controller mediator topologies
2.2.1.1 Master fieldbus device
In this topology, the mediator takes the role of a master device in a fieldbus network that connects to the
controller. The controller exposes some of its internal variables through the fieldbus interfaces. The gateway
uses these variables to interact and to:
•
•

Transform service invocations into variable settings that will initiate a control operation.
Transform read data variables into service responses and event messages.

An example implementation of this topology is a mediator that acts as a Modbus master and reads/writes
variables to the controller, which acts as a Modbus slave. The communication may occur over
TCP/IP/Ethernet or over a serial RS-232 line. The controller must be configured to expose the necessary
variables on the Modbus interface.

Figure 4: Master fieldbus mediator topology
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2.2.1.2 Master back plane module
In this topology, the mediator is able to access data variables used by the controller through a control back
plane. The controller exposes some of its internal variables through the tag database interface which is also
used by other modules connected to the back plane. The gateway uses these variables to interact and to:
•
•

Transform service invocations into variable settings that will initiate a control operation.
Transform read data variables into service responses and event messages.

This approach requires having a new module added to the control backplane (physical configuration
change), and the module might be specific to a particular hardware architecture. This approach is therefore
less generic than the Master fieldbus mediator approach, but has better real time performance and may be
necessary for controllers that do not have suitable fieldbus interfaces to access the internal variables.

Figure 5: Master backplane mediator topology
2.2.1.3 Slave I/O card
In this topology, the mediator takes the form of an I/O card that is added to a controller slice I/O system.
Upon receipt of a Web Service invocation, the information will be transferred to the controller through the
I/O bus. The controller will also send back data to the mediator card for responses and events.
This topology requires a special hardware development (mediator card), hardware reconfiguration to any
existing deployed controller, and software changes to the controller firmware (driver for the mediator card).
It also will require changes to the existing control programs in order to adapt them to work upon receipt of
Web Service invocations and to send back messages.

Figure 6: Slave I/O card mediator topology
2.2.1.4 Slave fieldbus device
In this topology, the mediator takes the role of a slave device in a fieldbus network. The controller receives
data when a service invocation occurs through the fieldbus and sends data back for response or event
messages.
Like in the previous topology, a special driver must be implemented in the controller firmware in order to
interact with the mediator. Control programs may also need changes.
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Figure 7: Slave fieldbus mediator topology
2.2.2. Invocation of control functions
Figure 8 summarizes the use cases related to the invocation of control functions through a Web Service
mediator. The use cases are described in the next subsections. In all cases, the interactions are initiated by a
service requestor software application deployed in the SOCRADES infrastructure.

Figure 8: Service invocation use cases
2.2.2.1 Invoke an operation
This use case represents the invocation of a physical operation that is commanded by an industrial
controller. The mediator will perform the necessary data exchange to initiate the operation, which will then
be executed by the controller. The physical operation occurs once. An event may be generated at completion
of the operation (and other events may be generated at intermediate stages).
As an example, a Web Service mediator to a robot controller will receive an invocation to move the effector
end to a particular coordinate. The mediator will set the target coordinates and initiate the operation. The
movement is completed and an event may be generated. The operation is completed and no further
operations execute until a further service invocation is received.
2.2.2.2 Start a cyclic process
This use case represents the invocation of a cyclic process commanded by an industrial controller. The
mediator will perform the necessary data exchange to initiate the processes, which will then be cyclically
executed by the controller. The physical operation occurs continuously until it is stopped by another service
invocation. Event messages may be generated during the cyclic execution.
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As an example, a Web Service mediator to a dispensing machine will receive an invocation to start the
dispensing process. Every time a container is presented to the dispenser, it is filled with fluid. Dispensing
will occur every time a container is presented until the controller is instructed to stop.
2.2.2.3 Stop a cyclic process
This use case represents a command to interrupt the execution of a cyclic process.
2.2.2.4 Monitor the state of a cyclic process
This use case represents a request for status information about a cyclic process (e.g. active/inactive, cycle
count since last activation, average/maximum/minimum cycle time, etc).
2.2.3. Event notification
Figure 9 summarizes the use cases related to the notification of events through a Web Service mediator
resulting from the execution of control functions. The use cases are described in the next subsections. The
first two use cases are initiated by service consumers that are interested in receiving notifications of certain
conditions and events. In the third use case, the interaction is asynchronously initiated by the mediator as a
result of a process event.

Figure 9: Event notification use cases
2.2.3.1 Subscribe to an event type
This use case represents subscription of a user for a particular type of event. The event type must have been
reported in the Web Service metadata for the subscription to be accepted.
2.2.3.2 Unsubscribe to an event type
This use case represents un-subscription of a user from a particular type of event. For the un-subscription to
be valid, it must follow a previous valid subscription interaction.
2.2.3.3 Event notification
This use case represents the notification of a particular condition or process event. Such an event could
represent a particular stage of an operation, the completion of an operation, or a warning or alarm condition.
A notification of the event is sent to all the service consumers that were previously subscribed to the
particular event type.

2.3. Distributed I/O gateways
This subsection describes use cases for service-oriented gateways for field I/O devices. The motivation for
using gateways to existing or legacy field devices, as opposed to deploying service-enabled field devices,
may be for example:
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•
•

•
•

A legacy field device is used in an existing instrumentation or automation system and replacing it by a
new device would require a large investment.
The field devices may be part of an existing instrumentation and automation system which cannot be
replaced due to investment constrains or policy for retaining a proven control strategy. However, it may
be valuable to add to the existing system the management and monitoring capabilities of the
SOCRADES infrastructure without replacing the control system.
Instrumentation engineers may not be familiar with the service-oriented concept and can only manage
legacy devices.
Large company policy may dictate the use of certain legacy (and mature) devices for mission-critical
applications.

In the following subsections, a number of use cases for SOCRADES gateways for field devices are described.
The use cases are structured into following categories:
•
•

Device management: related to the discovery and configuration of field devices.
Device access: related to the access to device data.

2.3.1. Device management
Figure 10 summarizes the use cases related to the management of field devices through a Web Service
gateway. The use cases are described in the next subsections. The cases are initiated by field device
managers, be them instrumentation engineers or automated applications deployed in the SOCRADES
infrastructure.

Figure 10: Device management use cases
2.3.1.1 Discover a field device
This use case represents the discovery of a field device by an entity in a device management role. The
discovery process involves the presence detection (field device available) as well as device metadata (such as
make/model, measurement type, upper/lower measurement bounds, calibration data, etc).
2.3.1.2 Read a field device configuration
This use case represents a request for field device configuration data, such as measurement value units,
sampling rate, etc.
2.3.1.3 Modify a field device configuration
This use case represents the modification of the configuration parameters of a field device.
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2.3.1.4 Monitor the status of a field device
This use case represents a request for status information for a field device, such as active/inactive, error
status, calibration requirements, and so on.
2.3.2. Device access
Figure 11 summarizes the use cases related to the access to field device data through a Web Service gateway.
The use cases are described in the next subsections. The cases are initiated by field device users,
implemented as Web Service requestors deployed in the SOCARDES infrastructure.

Figure 11: Device access use cases
2.3.2.1 Read a field device primary value
This use case represents reading the value of a field device, including additional data such as units,
timestamp, and other environmental conditions that may be simultaneously monitored.
2.3.2.2 Set a field device primary value
This use case represents a set operation for a field device value, such as the velocity of a motor, power of a
heating device, and so on.
2.3.2.3 Subscribe to a value change event
This use case represents the subscription to an event where the value measured by a field device changes.
For Boolean (on/off) values, an event is generated every time that a transition occurs. For analog
measurements, an event may be generated:
•
•

When the value exceeds a certain threshold
When the value changes by a certain amount/percentage
2.3.2.4 Unsubscribe to a value change event

This use case represents the un-subscription to a previously subscribed event.
2.3.2.5 Receive a value change event notification
This use case represents the notification of an event to all registered subscribers.
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2.4. Wireless network gateways
2.4.1. WSAN Management
Figure 12 shows the use cases related to management of sensor nodes in a wireless sensor actuator network
(WSAN). In the following, the main use cases (in green color) are briefly described in separate sections; the
sub use cases (<<include>> relationships) and the specialized use cases (generalization relationship) are
described together with the respective main use case. All WSAN management use cases are triggered by a
human or SOCRADES application incorporating the "Administrator" role.
Perform role
asignment
<<include>>
Add node
to WSAN
<<include>>
Reorganize
topology
<<include>>
Remove node
from WSAN
<<include>>

Deploy node
application
Change radio
channel

Administrator

Configure
node

Update node
profile

Update role
assigment
Activate
node
<<include>>
Reorganize
topology
<<include>>
Deactivate
node

Figure 12: WSAN management use cases
2.4.1.1 Add node to WSAN
This use case represents addition of a node to a WSAN. Among other actions required both at node level and
at network level this may include the tasks represented by the following sub use cases:
•

"Reorganize topology": This use case assumes that nodes in a WSAN are forming a mesh network. The
topology of this network may have to be updated when a new node participates in it.

•

"Perform role assignment": This use case assumes that at application level nodes may take one of several
different roles. As soon as the capabilities (processor, sensors, actuators) and the location (either
geographically of topologically) o the new node are known, role assignment can take place. The type of
application that to be deployed on the node may depend on its role.
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2.4.1.2 Remove node from WSAN
This use case represents removal of a node from a WSAN. Among other actions required both at node level
and at network level this may include the task represented by the sub use case "Reorganize topology" (for
details see 2.4.1.1).
2.4.1.3 Deploy node application
This use case represents deployment of an application to a node in a WSAN. The type of application that is
deployed may depend on its role (see 2.4.1.1). If the application is already deployed on other nodes in the
WSAN, it may not e necessary to transmit over the air it all the way from the gateway to the node; rather, a
neighbour node could transmit it via a minimum number of hops (energy efficiency!).
2.4.1.4 Configure node
This use case represents any kind of configuration activity performed on a node in a WSAN. Three
specializations of this use case are given in the diagram:
•

"Change radio channel": This use case assumes that a WSAN may use more than one radio channel at a
time (different channels for different tasks) or may change the radio channel during operation. Changing
the radio channel may require to also perform the task represented by the sub use case "Reorganize
topology" (for details see 2.4.1.1).

•

"Update node profile": This use case assumes that a node in a WSAN hosts a profile that describes
characteristic properties of that node. If some of those properties change during operation, an update of
the node profile may be required.

•

"Update role assignment": This use case assumes that the role that has been originally assigned to the
node (see 2.4.1.1) may be changed during operation.
2.4.1.5 Activate node

This use case represents activation of a node in a WSAN. It is based on the assumption that the participation
of a node in the application performed by the WSAN can be suspended at a certain point of time and
resumed later. Among other actions required both at node level and at network level activation of a node
may include the task represented by the sub use case "Reorganize topology" (for details see 2.4.1.1).
2.4.1.6 Deactivate node
This use case represents deactivation of a node in a WSAN. It is based on the assumption that the
participation of a node in the application performed by the WSAN can be suspended at a certain point of
time and resumed later. Among other actions required both at node level and at network level deactivation
of a node may include the task represented by the sub use case "Reorganize topology" (for details see 2.4.1.1).
2.4.2. WSAN Access
Figure 13 shows the use cases related to accessing data and event detection mechanisms in a wireless sensor
network. In the following, the main use cases (in green color) are briefly described in separate sections; the
sub use cases (<<include>> relationships) and the specialized use cases (generalization relationship) are
described together with the respective main use case. All WSAN access use cases except one are triggered by
a human or SOCRADES application incorporating the "User" role. The exception from this rule is the use
case "Notify event" that is triggered as part of the use case "Detect event" by some physical phenomenon that
is measured via sensors and classified as an relevant event by the event detection mechanism of the WSAN.
For this use case, the (non-human) actor "Phenomenon" has been introduced.
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Figure 13: WSAN access use cases
2.4.2.1 Configure application
This use case represents any kinds of configuration activity performed on an active node application. Three
specializations of this use case are given in the diagram:
•

"Configure duty cycling": This use case assumes that node applications are inactive most of the time
except in particular time slots that are synchronized between different nodes in a WSAN. The way duty
cycling is performed may be flexibly configurable.

•

"Configure alerting": This use case assumes that node / node applications may arrive at exceptional
states that require external action. The way a node reacts on its own exceptional states or those of other
nodes (e.g. by issuing an alert to the gateway) may be flexibly configurable.
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•

"Configure caching": This use case assumes that applications may cache certain data in order to speed up
reaction on dynamic queries. It may be flexibly configurable which data are cached and to what extent
caching is performed.
2.4.2.2 Subscribe event detection

This use case represents subscription of a user for a particular type of event detection. If the respective event
detector is not yet installed in the WSAN that action must occur before event detection can start. This is
reflected by introduction of the sub use case "Deploy event detector".
2.4.2.3 Notify event
This use case represents the notification of an event that has been detected by one of the event detectors that
are active in the WSAN. This use case is not triggered by the user but is actually a sub use case of the use
case "Detect event". "Detect event" is triggered by a physical phenomenon that is categorized as a relevant
event and signalled to the gateway. The gateway uses its event request subscription registry to identify the
users that are to e notified.
2.4.2.4 Authenticate and authorize mobile HMI
This use case represents authentication and authorization of a mobile HMI device that wants to
communicate directly with the WSAN. For security reasons, such communication must be safeguarded by
checking the authorization of the mobile HMI based on its authentication token.
2.4.2.5 Unsubscribe event detection
This use case represents un-subscription of a user from a particular type of event detection. If the respective
event detector is no longer required it may be de-installed after all subscriptions to it have terminated. This
is reflected by introduction of the sub use case "Undeploy event detector".
2.4.2.6 Query data
This use case represents any request for data targeted at a particular node or the WSAN as a whole. Three
specializations of this use case are given in the diagram:
•

"Query raw measurement data": This use case assumes that raw measurement data may be requested
from a particular node.

•

"Query aggregated data": This use case assumes that some nodes perform data aggregation and/or
caching of aggregated data.

•

"Query data quality statistics": This use case assumes that statistical analysis on the quality of raw
measurement data as well as aggregated data is performed and the results are provided as additional
information to users.

2.4.3. Management of Virtual Device Proxies
Figure 14 shows the use cases that are related to the Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) management. A VDP
supplies context related information of field devices (sensors, actors, control systems). For example if a
machine is equipped with multiple sensors then the machine proxy is considered to be a virtual proxy,
which serves for example maintenance related information of this machine, which it calculates from field
devices. This VDP representation may occur additionally to the possibly existing sensor and actor proxies.
In the following, the main use cases (in green color) are briefly described in separate sections including its
derivatives. All VDP management may be explicitly triggered by human users or in other cases by start-up
scripts.
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Figure 14: Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) management use cases
2.4.3.1 Deploy VDP Type
A VDP type is a piece of Software, which implements a SOCRADES application interface. It represents a
group of virtual devices and is able to manage multiple instances. In a transportation system a conveyor may
be represented as one VDP type, which may be instantiated according to the number of existing conveyors.
The deployment of the virtual device type will be done by transfer of the software to the gateway. It has to
respect necessary access rights for this activity. The virtual device type software will run directly in the
application part of the gateway.
The deployment will be done by using interfaces of the server, which resides on the gateway. The
administrative necessities are the ones of that server called "SOCRADES container" in Figure 29.
2.4.3.2 Create VDP Instance
A VDP instance represents a specific machine or part of a plant. It therefore contains a list of field bus
network address strings to access the related sensors and actors. These addresses and the according update
cycle times are configurable. The VDP type contains the business logic for all instances of it.
The instantiation is done by automatically or explicitly naming the instance by using services of the VDP
type. The VDP type will allocate memory for the necessary instance information.
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2.4.3.3 Delete VDP Instance
The deletion of the VDP Instance is done by calling a service at the VDP type. Potentially subscribed events
of the related field devices are unsubscribed. After that the instance information is deleted immediately.
2.4.3.4 Activate VDP Instance
A VDP may be automatically or explicitly activated. In the active state the field device information are stored
and processed. The VDP will serve SOCRADES application interfaces for example to generate events for the
business level enterprise applications.
2.4.3.5 Deactivate VDP Instance
The deactivation of a VDP instance may be done explicitly or automatically. The monitoring of field device
information is stopped but the VDP type holds a reference to this instance for reactivation.
2.4.3.6 Configure VDP Instance
The data processing of the VDP is based on field device information. The VDP receives data by polling or by
subscribing field device events. This uses case has no intention for device configuration. This is expected to
be done by special engineering software.
Subscribe and unsubscribe events
The VDP has to subscribe events from field bus addresses. This is done by using special interfaces of the
gateway service container environment (like an OPC server based on a Windows operating system).
Therefore the VDP type will depend on the field bus access software.
Configure caching
Events and data of field devices or processed data may be cached. The cache volume and the cleaning cycles
may be configured explicitly or default values will be used.
Connect to field devices
The connection to field devices will be done in two steps. The access to the field bus will be checked or
established. The availability of the device will be checked after that and a connection will be established. The
field bus address of a specific device and the field bus access interface component may be configured
explicitly.
Configure alerting
The VDP instance may serve as SOCRADES event source. Alarm events may be configured explicitly, for
example a minimum level of a tank. These configurations depend on the represented machine.
2.4.4. Access to Virtual Device Proxies
Figure 15 shows the use cases for the access to the Virtual Device Proxies (VDP). They are described in
details in the following sections.
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Figure 15: Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) access use cases
2.4.4.1 Subscribe Events from VDP instances
This use case represents the subscription of the user for a specific event of the VDP instance. It behaves
according to the SOCRADES event mechanisms. The user reference is put into a message receiver list of the
VDP events.
2.4.4.2 Unsubscribe Events from VDP instances
This use case represents the process of unsubscribing the user from a specific event of the VDP instance. It
behaves according to the SOCRADES event mechanisms. The user reference is removed from the event
related message receiver list.
2.4.4.3 Notify Event to VDP instances
This use case represents the triggering of an event for the VDP instance out of the field bus. This event may
lead to the computation of a machine related event. This would cause a message creation. The message
would be sent to all subscribed users.
2.4.4.4 Query Data from VDP instances
This use case represents any request for data from a VDP instance. The data may be scalar values, structures
or arrays of scalars/structures. They may represent for example actual measure values (like 'fill level' of a
tank) or time series of measured values. The VDP type interfaces will optionally provide interfaces for access
to meta-information about managed data.

2.5. Virtual object gateways and mediators
The Virtual object gateway may provide access to many process visualizations. Examples of these
visualizations include 3D model simulation, process monitoring (e.g. timing diagrams), or production
monitoring applications. The implementation of this mediator will require the configuring of access to the
real-world devices and the mapping of these to the virtual devices.
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2.5.1. Access to real-world Web Services enabled devices

Figure 16: Virtual object user access to Web Service enabled devices
2.5.1.1 Discover Devices
Establish a list of available Web Service enabled devices on the current network.
2.5.1.2 Read Values
Read the values of the devices. This data will include:
•

Device state – taken from the state transition diagram used to describe the device operation

•

Data value /units.

•

Data timestamp (indicating the validity and timeliness of the data.

This information will be used to establish the current state of the machine to initiate the virtual objects.
2.5.1.3 Subscribe to events
Subscribe to device events that will ultimately drive the simulation.
2.5.1.4 Unsubscribe from events
The reversal of the above subscription.
2.5.1.5 Receive events
Receive events from the embedded devices and based upon a component mapping propagate these data to
the virtual objects and simulated components.
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2.5.2. Access to virtual devices by a user

Figure 17: Virtual object user access to virtual devices
2.5.2.1 Discover Virtual Devices
Establish a list of virtual object that may be mapped to the real world devices.
2.5.2.2 Configure Virtual Devices
Configure the view of the virtual device in terms of its:•

3D position

•

transition speed/time

•

other display characteristics

This information will be used to display a virtual representation based upon the device data values.
2.5.2.3 Map Real to Virtual Devices
Provide Device and data mapping between the real world devices and the virtual devices. This will include
State based behaviour as well as the required data conversions to convert the real world inputs to the
corresponding virtual object output.
2.5.2.4 Start Simulation
Once configured the user may start the simulation, which will involve the reading of current machine
values, to set the starting conditions of the virtual objects, subscribing to device events and then receiving
and simulating those events.
2.5.2.5 Stop Simulation
When the simulation is complete it is required that the virtual objects unsubscribe from the real world object
events.

3. Hardware configurations
This section describes different types of hardware platforms that can be used for gateway applications. In
addition, an analysis is made on how hardware components can be used to accelerate the software
processing in embedded applications that use Web Services, such as is the gateway case.
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3.1. Device types
3.1.1. Low-cost embedded devices
In order to service-enable a single legacy device, e.g., a device that can only be controlled through a serial
line, it can be envisioned to front-end such a device with a simple, low-cost gateway device incorporating
the DPWS protocol stack on top of a TCP/IP protocol stack, together with an operating system and a small
application program that performs the actual mapping/transformation between the service interface and the
specific device control functions. Such a platform will also be very useful for reducing equipment and
process variability.
It has been shown that such an elementary gateway can be implemented using a tiny, low-cost processor
board housing an ARM9-based processor chip equipped with 512 KB of Flash memory and 96 KB of RAM.
The STR91x family of components (using the ARM966E-S processor running at 96 MHz), commercially
available from ST Microelectronics (www.st.com), provides such chips. Of course, the processor board must
further include a network interface component and the circuitry for low-level I/O interactions. Such a board
is currently under development by Schneider Electric; it comprises the STR912 component together with an
Ethernet switch and dual Ethernet connectors and measures 3.5 cm by 5.5 cm, almost half of which is
occupied by the Ethernet connectors. The following table summarizes the memory consumption for the main
software components of such a low-cost device using the STR912 component:
RTOS & BSP

LibC

IP Stack

DPWS
stack

Process
engine

Management
services

Total

Flash

45 KB

28 KB

105 KB

278 KB

20 KB

5 KB

481 KB

RAM

16 KB

2 KB

32 KB

32 KB

5 KB

2 KB

89 KB

Table 3: Early memory footprint figures for low-cost embedded platform
These values were measured on a prototype implementation comprising the embOS RTOS from Segger
Microcontroller Systems (www.segger.com), the IP Stack (IPv4 only) from NexGen (www.nexgensoftware.com), the DPWS implementation from Schneider Electric (V2.0M11), an IEC61131 process engine
from Schneider Electric and some basic management services. It should be noted here that the DPWS
implementation is being modularized, which will result in lower Flash memory requirements.
Moderate-cost platforms of a similar nature may be built using the components of the LPC3000 family (using
an ARM926EJ-S processor running at up to 208 MHz) from NXP (www.nxp.com) or the OXETH954
components available from Oxford Semiconductor (www.oxsemi.com). These components offer higher
performance and typically run Linux, but since they rely on off-chip memory, they do not allow to reach the
same level of compactness.
3.1.2. High-end embedded devices
In cases where tens or even a few hundreds of devices need to be connected to a single gateway, as can be
the case with wireless sensors and actuators, a more powerful device is needed. Yet, this device should still
be embedded in the field installation and should therefore be rugged and in a suitable form factor. Such a
device should have sufficient memory to run a full-fledged real-time operating system and enough memory
and processing power to manage all the connected devices.
Siemens ERTEC Gateway
A platform that illustrates these capabilities can be based on the Siemens ERTEC (Enhanced Real-Time
Ethernet Controller), also an ARM9-based processor chip but with additional processing capabilities. An
example system based on this processor is illustrated in (figure).
Such a system has features like:
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

ERTEC processor (ARM 946 150 MHz)
32 Mbyte Flash
64 Mbyte SDRAM
IEEE 802.15.4 Hardware (CC2420-based)
Powering options:
o External power supply
o Power over Ethernet
WLAN antenna (SMA socket on board + coaxial cable)
Linux Kernel 2.6.15.4 with innovative real-time approach

Hardware platform:
• 802.15.4 radio
• ERTEC mini module
• Main board

Figure 18: Gateway device based on the ERTEC processor

Schneider Electric Gateway / Mediator (GW):
A possible high-end embedded GW platform from Schneider Electric is described in the following that can
interconnect CANopen field devices. Although, other network types are possible, the strong focus lies upon
the CANopen Gateway / Mediator solution. It is to be investigated if also other networks can be
implemented during the project and if they are technically feasible or if they can be realized with the
allocated resources.
The basis for gateway development can be the Advantys STB, which was designed to be an open and
modular system. Such a system will normally consist of a network interface module for various bus systems
and a range of input/output modules amongst others. Together they build an island. The GW manages the
communications on the CANopen bus and serves as simple network gateway for data exchange with
fieldbus or network masters.
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EthernetIP
Web Services
CANopen
CANopen master

Figure 19: Gateway for CANopen field devices
A new GW module will serve as a Gateway / Mediator platform for CANopen field devices. The GW hosts
the complete necessary gateway software and hardware infrastructure. The CANopen interface acting as a
master can be principally used to connect CANopen slave devices to the GW module.
Example of a CANopen Gateway / Mediator
This example outlines a CANopen Mediator based on the Advantys STB acting as master fieldbus device
(see 2.2.1.1 Master fieldbus device) or acting as a distributed I/O Gateway (see 2.3 Distributed I/O gateways) for
CANopen slaves. If the GW module acts as a master fieldbus device connecting to a controller it implies that
the controller device is a CANopen slave. The purpose of the additional extension card is the provision of a
physical network connector to CANopen bus. It has no own intelligence or control capabilities in this
example.
EthernetIP
CANopen slaves
Web Services
CANopen backplane

Device

Device

CANopen master
CANopen
Advantys STB network interface
module serving as
Gateway / Mediator

CANopen extension card

Figure 20: Example of a CANopen Gateway (master fieldbus device – or- distributed I/O)
3.1.3. PC-based gateways
In some cases, it is desirable to connect to a gateway more devices than a embedded processor-based system
can cope with. For example, the legacy industrial network may connect all devices to a centralized location,
where it makes no sense to have multiple embedded devices to distribute the gateway load. In such cases, an
Industrial PC can be used.
Such an industrial PC can have the appropriate ruggedness and form factor for industrial environments, and
also have the features that are found in many server type applications. With memory in the order of several
Gigabytes and computational power in the billions of instructions per second, Industrial PCs are capable of
serving as a gateway to thousands of devices.
3.1.4. Summary
Table 4 summarizes the different types of systems that are suitable for gateway applications. Low cost
embedded systems are well suited for gateways close to the legacy device(s). High end embedded systems
are better suited for deploying gateways that can cope with more devices but that are still deployed in
proximity in the field. A typical use case for such a high end embedded system is as a gateway to wireless
devices. Finally, Industrial PC type of systems can be used as servers in centralized locations to interface
higher numbers of devices, possibly in the thousands.
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Device type

Processing power (MIPS4)

Memory

Number of nodes behind gateway

Low-cost embedded

50-100

100s of KB

10

High-end embedded

150-500

10s of MB

100

Industrial PC

2000-4000+

GBs

1000+

Table 4: Summary of hardware systems for gateway applications

3.2. Hardware acceleration
The following section defines the proposed method to explore and identify opportunities for optimization
and acceleration at the Hardware level. In order to investigate this area it is necessary to identify and
provide an architectural framework for hardware exploration
3.2.1. Processor Architecture
There are a wide variety of Industrial microcontrollers and microprocessors that contain an ARM processor
core. Some of these cores will be mentioned further in this section whilst others may be mentioned elsewhere
in the SOCRADES project as the base processor for some of the microcontrollers used in various software
projects. Table 5 is a brief summary of all the cores that can be found in generally available microcontrollers
or microprocessors.
In order to yield minimal system impact it is proposed that the minimum platform upon which the software
will reside be capable of executing the 16-bit Thumb instruction set. As a common denominator, the Thumb
instruction set has been implemented in all ARM processor designs since the mid-1990s and several standard
microcontrollers contain cores that use this today. In addition, the Thumb instruction set forms the basis of
the recently developed Thumb-2 instruction set. If the basic software can be implemented as a minimum
within a Thumb-based design then the module could be reused on any of the ARM-based microcontrollers
available today.
In order to provide a flexible platform for architectural exploration, it is recommended that the reference
platform be implemented using FPGA technology. As a further stage of test and deployment, a hardware
solution based on existing or newly generated microcontroller solutions could also then be considered.
For an FPGA implementation, the ARM Cortex-M1 implementation would be recommended since this core
has been designed to run within an FPGA at relatively high clock speeds (70-150MHz) and possesses a small
enough footprint to include the peripherals necessary to develop the footprint of a networked digital device.

Figure 21: ARM Cortex-M1 Processor Block Diagram

4

Millions of instructions per second
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Processor Name

Summary

ARM7TDMI

The most popular implementation of the ARM architecture version 4. A Von
Neumann based 32-bit architecture which first introduced the 16-bit Thumb ISA
extensions to improve the Code Density and System cost of the resulting
implementation

ARM966 and
ARM968

A Harvard implementation of the ARM architecture version 5 with extensions to
increase signal processing speed with single cycle multiply accumulate instructions.
The ARM968 implementation removed the Coprocessor interface from the core to
reduce implementation size but to an MCU user there should be no perceived
difference between ARM966 and ARM968. Several MCU vendors such as ST
Microelectronics have designs using these cores.

ARM946 and
ARM926(F)

Based on the same architecture as the ARM966 and 968, this implementation adds a
cache and, on the ARM946, a Memory Protection Unit for Real-time Operating
Systems and Microcontroller Linux. The ARM926(F) is similar but adds a Memory
Management Unit to provide the capability to run open platform Operating Systems
such as Linux, QNX, Windows CE and Symbian. Contains an optional coprocessor
for Floating Point acceleration

XScale

An implementation of the ARM Architecture developed by Intel. It is based on ARM
architecture version 5 with some additional device specific Coprocessor extensions.
In 2006 Marvell acquired one of the business units which supply XScale components
so a particular device may now be obtained from either Intel or Marvell.

ARM1136(F)

The ARM1136 is part of the ARM11 family of Processors based on ARM architecture
version 6. This version adds SIMD instructions to increase the Data handling
capabilities of the Processor. In a similar way to the ARM926, the ARM1136
implementation adds a cache and Memory Management Unit to run open platform
Operating Systems. Contains an optional coprocessor for Floating Point acceleration

ARMCortex-M3

The ARM Cortex-M3 is based on the ARM architecture version 7. This version
provides 3 implementation profiles to allow for provide a framework through which
both cost effective and highest performance platforms could be generated. The
profiles are labelled A, R and M. All three profiles implement the Thumb-2
instruction set. ARM Cortex-M3 is based on the cost optimized M profile.

ARMCortex-R4(F)

The most recently announced embedded processor is ARM Cortex-R4F which is
based on the R Profile of the ARM architecture version 7 which is designed for high
performance embedded systems. Contains an optional coprocessor for Floating Point
acceleration

ARM Cortex-M1

ARM Cortex-M1 is the first ARM processor core to be designed specifically for
implementation in an FPGA. It is based upon the ARM architecture version 6 M
Profile which defines a cost effective implementation based primarily upon the
Thumb Instruction set.

Table 5: Brief explanation of ARM processor nomenclature for microcontroller / processor applications
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3.2.2. Hardware Exploration Platform Implementation
3.2.2.1 FPGA Implementation
Based upon the anticipated networking requirements of the platform, the initial FPGA implementation
should be based upon the following block diagram:
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Figure 22: Proposed FPGA Block Diagram

3.2.2.2 FPGA Platform for Hardware Exploration
The platform will need to provide the necessary physical interfaces in order to evaluate the software systems
and provide a useful target for any hardware architectural exploration. The following block diagram
describes the proposed implementation platform.
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Figure 23: Proposed FPGA platform for hardware exploration
3.2.2.3 Additional Deployment Platforms
In order to deploy the platform further during concurrent or later stages of the SOCRADES programme, it
may also prove necessary to specify an equivalent platform based on either an existing microcontroller
device or within a software co-simulation environment
3.2.3. Peripheral Abstraction Layer
A Peripheral Abstraction layer also known as a Hardware Abstraction Layer, is a very low level interface
that describes a common specification upon which the software layers being developed elsewhere in the
SOCRADES project can reside.
Moving forward in the SOCRADES project this would provide two main purposes:
•

An interface specification for any existing third party Physical Interface Peripheral blocks that could be
applied in this area.

•

A specification for the design of a custom or optimized Peripheral Interface which could be identified for
implementation during a later stage of the SOCRADES project.

In order to test this component in isolation it is envisaged that some form of industrial network protocol
stack such as TCP/IP would be implemented.
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3.2.4. Hardware Architectural Exploration
Once the Hardware Exploration Platform and basic functionality of the Peripheral Abstraction Layer is
proven, the following aspects of the hardware architecture can be explored to identify opportunities for
system optimization and acceleration.
3.2.4.1 System Power Saving
One component that is commonly used to improve throughput and reduce processor load is a Direct
Memory Access (DMA) controller. Once the system has been configured to communicate over the defined
networks under processor control, further investigation will consider the implementation and use of a small
outline DMA controller to reduce processor intervention. The results of this investigation will compare the
required processor load and system activity to achieve an equivalent communication throughput both with
and without the use of DMA and compare the power consumption footprint of both profiles.
3.2.4.2 Investigation into Hardware Acceleration
Due to the flexible nature of the hardware platform it would be possible to explore various modifications
which may further increase performance of the digital platform. One example of where acceleration could be
considered would be to extend the combined hardware and software architecture to automatically handle
and accelerate some components of the TCP/IP stack. The implementation of an optimized TCP Offload
Engine for a specific network peripheral can be examined. In addition, the automation of both the look-up
and classification stages of characters within an XML document could also be examined to determine areas
of performance improvement in the handling of XML data.

4. Software Protocol Adaptation
This section gives an overview of the functionality provided by the DPWS protocol stack, presents some
aspects of its implementation and discusses how it can be used for constructing a gateway that allows lowlevel devices to be perceived as service-enabled devices.

4.1. DPWS protocol architecture
The DPWS specification [DPWSspec] defines an architecture in which devices run two types of services:
hosting services and hosted services. Hosting services are directly associated to a device, and play an important
part in the device discovery process. Hosted services are mostly functional and depend on their hosting
device for discovery. In addition to these hosted services, DPWS specifies a set of built-in services:
•
•
•

Discovery services: used by a device to advertise itself and/or to discover other devices.
Metadata exchange services: provide dynamic access to the metadata of a device’s hosted services.
Eventing services: allowing other devices to subscribe to asynchronous event messages produced by a
given service.

The core Web Services standards are documented in [WSarch]. The DPWS protocol stack, depicted in
Figure 24, integrates all these core standards, to which it adds Web Services protocols for discovery and
eventing.
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Application-specific protocols
WS-Discovery
WS-MetadataExchange
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WS-Eventing
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WS-Policy
WS-Addressing
SOAP 1.2
WSDL 1.1, XML Schema
HTTP 1.1

UDP

TCP
IPv4/IPv6

Figure 24: DPWS protocol stack
4.1.1. Device-level messaging
A key aspect of the DPWS protocol stack is that all messaging is based on the use of SOAP and WSAddressing. Indeed, owing to the extensibility features built into SOAP, the Web Services architecture is
highly composable, as the use of SOAP headers allows the various Web Service protocols to be integrated
individually and incrementally, without disturbing the rest of the protocol stack, as well as to be improved
and versioned in isolation, without affecting the entire stack. Another advantage of using SOAP across the
board is that common functionality can be factored among the various higher-level protocols. Thus, the same
security mechanisms can be used both for control, discovery and eventing.
The purpose of WS-Addressing is to move all message addressing information into the SOAP header,
thereby decoupling the message content from the transport and enabling more complex message exchange
patterns than HTTP's request-response model. WS-Addressing provides a well-defined way to do
asynchronous one-way messaging, with the ability to correlate messages. Every networked resource is
identified by an End-Point Reference (EPR), composed of an Address and Reference Parameters. The
Address is a logical address (a URI) that resolves to a physical address through an appropriate binding. The
Reference Parameters are pieces of state that the service may use to disambiguate subordinate resources, and
are opaque to the message sender. With DPWS, the Address part of any EPR is constrained to be a URI of the
UUID type, which uniquely identifies a device.
Furthermore, SOAP messages may carry attachments following the SOAP Message Transmission
Optimization Mechanism (MTOM).
4.1.2. Device description & discovery
Like any Web Service, DPWS-based services are described using XML Schema, WSDL and WS-Policy.
DPWS uses the WS-Discovery protocol for plug-and-play device discovery. WS-Discovery defines a
multicast discovery protocol to search for and locate network-connected resources. The primary mode of
discovery is a client searching for one or more so-called "target services". In the context of DPWS, a target
service is a device. Hosted services do not participate in the discovery process, but can be individually
addressed (through their respective EPRs) once the hosting device has been discovered. The search can
either specify the type of the device or a scope in which the device resides or both; it materialises as a Probe
message sent to a multicast group; devices that match the probe send a ProbeMatch response directly to the
client (in unicast mode). Similarly, to locate a device by name, a client sends a Resolve message to the same
multicast group and the device that matches sends a ResolveMatch response directly to the client.
WS-Discovery leverages the SOAP-UDP binding in order to minimise network traffic overhead. When a
device joins the network, it announces itself by sending a multicast Hello message. Thus, clients can detect
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newly available devices without repeated probing. When leaving the network in an orderly manner, a device
announces this through a Bye message.
Multicast-based discovery is limited to local subnets. In order for discovery to be scalable to enterprise-wide
scenarios, WS-Discovery introduces the notion of Discovery Proxy (DP). A DP has two functions: multicast
suppression (to reduce network traffic) and extending the discovery protocol's reach beyond the local
subnet. When a DP detects a multicast Probe or Resolve request, it sends a Hello for itself. By listening for
these announcements, clients detect DPs and switch to use a DP-specific protocol. However, when a DP is
unresponsive, clients revert to use the ordinary discovery protocol.
During the discovery process, a device exposes the following metadata:
•
•

•

its EPR, which allows to determine the device's physical network address;
'Types': a set of messages the device can send and/or receive; these can be either functional WSDL porttypes (e.g. 'open', 'pick-up', 'release') or abstract types grouping several port types and/or hosted services
(e.g. 'gripper', 'drilling machine', 'HVAC');
'Scopes': a set of attributes that may be used to organise devices into logical or hierarchical groups, e.g.
according to their location or access rights.

Subsequently, further metadata on a device and/or on its hosted services can be obtained using WS-Transfer
Get messages with different "dialects":
•
•
•
•

'ThisModel' metadata provides device type information like manufacturer name, model name, model
number, etc.;
'ThisDevice' metadata provides information on the device itself such as serial number, firmware version
and friendly name;
'Relationship' metadata is the list of services hosted by the device, which comprises the EPR and types of
each of the hosted services;
'WSDL' pertains to the location where to find the definition of the port-types (operations and message
structures) implemented by the endpoint addressed; this might be exploited by generic clients that
dynamically interpret the WSDL definitions.

4.1.3. Device control & event notification
Control and event notification messages are simply SOAP and WS-Addressing based messages, formatted
according to the WSDL definitions they relate to.
Control message interactions are either of the one-way or of the request-response type.
The interaction pattern for event notification is based on the publish-subscribe paradigm. Indeed, DPWS
leverages WS-Eventing, which defines a protocol allowing one Web Service ("event sink") to register interest
("subscription") with another Web Service ("event source") in receiving messages about events
("notifications"). A subscription is leased by an event source to an event sink and expires over time; hence, it
must be regularly renewed. WS-Eventing therefore provides three built-in operations: Subscribe, Renew and
Unsubscribe. Event notifications themselves are one-way messages (or solicit-response interactions), the
content of which may include any data of any type. They are transported in the same way as any other
SOAP message. An event source may further support filtering; if it does and a subscribe request contains a
filter expression, the event source sends only notifications that match the requested filter. While WSEventing allows for filtering based on XPath predicates, DPWS limits the filtering capability to the matching
of a list of URIs.
4.1.4. Device-level security
Depending on the openness of the application context, device communications may be more or less subject
to a variety of security attacks and may therefore require that communication be secured using WS-Security
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mechanisms. WS-Security is used here as a collective name for an extensive set of Web Service specifications
related to various aspects of security.
DPWS specifies the protocols and message formats related to:
•
•
•

authentication of devices,
integrity of message exchanges between devices,
confidentiality of message exchanges between devices.

This specification is a minimal set of recommended default mechanisms for interoperable security between
devices. It may be enhanced in the future as device processing capabilities evolve. Furthermore, devices are
free to support other security mechanisms, specified through policies. These optional security mechanisms
are factored in through SOAP.
The default DPWS model for security setup encompasses a mutual authentication phase, as a result of which
a secure transport channel is established, over which subsequent communication takes place, using a session
key for message encryption.
A client's security requirements, if any, are advertised during the device discovery process; they may include
authentication and secured discovery. With secured discovery, the integrity of all multicast and unicast
discovery messages is protected using message-level signatures. Discovery messages are not encrypted.
According to the security requirements conveyed, the communicating entities negotiate the authentication
and key establishment protocols to be used.
The basis for device authentication is a device-level certificate. In simple deployments, a device may have a
self-signed certificate. In managed deployments, a device may have a certificate with a root that is trusted by
the client. The authentication handshake process encompasses the verification of the credentials of both
communicating entities, as well as the establishment of a session key for protecting later message exchanges.
The default mechanism recommended by DPWS for device authentication is to set up a TLS session. This
channel-based security approach is sufficient as long as devices communicate without intermediaries. The
prescribed device certificate format uses the X.509v3 standard. Once the authentication phase is completed, a
secure channel is established between the communicating entities, over which the HTTPS protocol is used
for exchanging encrypted description, control or eventing messages.

4.2. DPWS implementation
This section presents the architecture of a DPWS implementation, as realised by Schneider Electric with the
aim of integrating it into a broad range of embedded devices, not only in the industrial automation sector,
but also in the home, automotive and telecommunications domains. This DPWS software component
implements all the DPWS protocols except WS-Security.
4.2.1. Principles of operation
Figure 25 outlines the general architecture of a device compliant with DPWS. In this figure:
•
•
•

"App services" and "Events" are user-defined services and events, provided as user-written code and
generated code.
"Execution Services", "Eventing Services" and "Discovery Services" are predefined services, including the
embedded SOAP 1.2 engine, provided as run-time libraries.
Two network interfaces are shown: the primary interface uses the standard SOAP 1.2 over HTTP
binding, while the discovery interface uses SOAP over UDP and a multicast address to broadcast and
listen to the discovery messages. These interfaces rely on a commercially available IP stack.

The application building process is fed by a WSDL file, from which C structures are generated that represent
the message contents, together with marshalling/demarshalling code for transforming between C structures
and SOAP/XML messages, as well as proxy (client-side) and skeleton (server-side) code (including network
interactions and message dispatch mechanisms).
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Figure 25: Architecture of a DPWS-compliant device
4.2.2. Performance aspects
Using the DPWS software component, several experimental devices have been built, connected through 100
Mbps Ethernet networks. This network transfer rate is so high that transmission delays are almost negligible
compared to CPU processing times.
Measurements on a platform comprising a processor board with a 44-MHz ARM7 TDMI and associated
memory (but no cache memory), running the ThreadX executive, show the following results:
•

•

The static memory footprint of the device software including the operating system, the TCP/IP protocol
stack and the DPWS software is less than 500 KB, while the dynamic memory requirements are below
100 KB.
The total time required for preparing and sending a request message to a device and for receiving and
handling its response message is about 39 ms.

On a platform comprising a processor board housing a 200-MHz Intel PXA255 (XScale) with on-chip cache
and associated memory, running the Windows CE operating system, the aggregate request and response
handling time measured is about 10 ms.
There is ample room for improving the performance characteristics of this DPWS implementation. Directions
envisioned include:
•
•
•

software optimisations (better memory management, faster string manipulation),
using SOAP directly on top of TCP/IP,
binary instead of textual encoding of SOAP messages, in particular, using the Efficient XML solution
retained by W3C [EffXML].

Hardware accelerators with broad applicability, such as for XML processing, are also considered.
Overall, it is estimated that an improvement of between one and two orders of magnitude over the currently
observed processing speed is achievable. Thus, while sub-millisecond message processing times can easily
be obtained on PC-class devices today, this remains a challenge on embedded devices but is considered to be
attainable.
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4.3. DPWS gateway for integrating resource-constrained or "legacy" devices
If implementing "smart devices" at the lowest level of the device hierarchy is the ultimate perspective of the
device-level SOA approach, this is not yet feasible today for all types of devices in a cost-effective manner.
Furthermore, there is a strong requirement to be able to integrate existing devices on a "wrap-and-reuse"
rather than a "rip-and-replace" basis.
In such cases, a gateway approach can be used to DPWS-enable devices that do not natively implement
DPWS. This approach may be illustrated through an example, in which a hypothetical Fieldbus Gateway
(FGW) device manages some sort of fieldbus to which three devices, designated as "Valve", "Heater" and
"Alarm", are connected. The FGW exposes itself as a DPWS device to various operator-controlled devices,
such as a PC or a PDA. Its initial configuration is done by personnel familiar with the fieldbus
characteristics. The FGW exposes all fieldbus devices as individual devices, as if each device were a DPWS
server (Figure 26). This approach allows for seamless future migration to a situation where every device
natively supports DPWS.
The principle for implementing the DPWS device embedding scheme by the FGW is as follows:
•
•

•

•

During the fieldbus device configuration stage, a device configuration document is built up, in which the
necessary metadata is added to the description of each of the fieldbus-connected devices.
During installation of the FGW, the installer downloads this configuration document to the FGW, and
the latter builds up an internal database representing the aggregate fieldbus device configuration,
including the appropriate metadata.
Once its configuration is done, the FGW emulates the DPWS discovery process for the devices it
manages, using "Hello" messages to advertise each of the devices and supplying metadata on request.
This allows the installer to display the entire fieldbus device configuration. Optionally, the installer may
then further want to group devices into named groups according to various criteria, e.g. their physical
location, which facilitates issuing commands to a whole group of devices at once.
When the operator brings up his device, the latter discovers the FGW as well as each of the fieldbus
devices managed by the FGW – through "Hello" and/or "Probe" and "ProbeMatch" messages.

The operator is then capable of addressing commands to any fieldbus device as if that device were directly
visible to his controlling device.

Figure 26: Device gateway with embedded virtual devices
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The sequence diagram shown in Figure 27 illustrates these interactions, starting from the FGW installation
phase. This figure also shows the generation of an event notification following the detection of an abnormal
condition by the Alarm device.
A major advantage of using standard Web Services at the device level is to also use Web Services
aggregation and orchestration technology at the device level. In the present example scenario, equipping the
FGW with a lightweight orchestration engine would allow to readily create and execute complex customised
scripts invoking multiple sequential and/or concurrent device services, e.g. to close a set of Valve devices, to
set the Heater device in energy-saving mode and to activate the Alarm device.

Figure 27: Device gatewaying sequence diagram
The gateway approach requires some specific support from a DPWS implementation. Indeed, while a
standard DPWS-enabled device is only required to store and manage its own discovery, description and
hosted services metadata, a gateway may have to support several dozens of devices within a single process.
It is therefore necessary to introduce a registry for devices and hosted services that helps structure and
manage the required information. In order to save memory when several instances of the same device type
are created, the registry must distinguish between class- and instance-level information, both for devices and
hosted services, in order to factor the information common to all instances. The main required registry
structures are shown in Figure 28 below.
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Endpoint
DispatchFn: Function[]
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UserData: void*
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Implementation

ServiceClass
Id: URI
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WSDL: URI[]
UserData: void*
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Service
ServiceId: URI
UserData: void*

ServicePort
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Address: URI
Parameters: RefParam[]
Policies: Policy[]

Figure 28: Main registry structures and their relations
Besides storing the discovery and description information for devices, the main role of the registry is to
dispatch messages received by the gateway server to a particular device or hosted service, based on
addressing information. In addition, the registry should allow the developer to attach specific user data to
devices and services, hence supporting the efficient retrieval of implementation-specific information (such as
fieldbus addresses or values for a given device) during the processing of a Web Service message.

4.4. DPWS gateway for integrating wireless sensor/actuator devices
Figure 29 shows a schematic representation of the suggested software architecture for the SOCRADES
gateway for wireless sensor/actuator networks. The main architectural principle of the "SOCRADES WSAN
Gateway" is to provide access to functions of attached wireless sensor networks or wired device networks
via "Web Service Interfaces". A "SOCRADES Container" allows runtime deployment of additional services,
for instance if application specific functionality is required on the gateway. A "Service Management Facility"
provides functionality for remote management of the "SOCRADES Container" including deployment and
configuration of services. A "Gateway Management Facility" provides support for controlling the
"SOCRADES WSAN Gateway" as a device (e.g. start-up, shutdown) via a "Command Line Interface"; at
runtime, a "Gateway Management Service" offers access to this functionality via a "Web Service Interface".
To support communication with attached wireless sensor networks or wired device networks,
communication protocol stacks including protocol independent "Messaging Layers" and specific "Protocol
Adapters" are provided.
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Figure 29: Schematic software architecture of a SOCRADES WSAN gateway
The architecture shown in Figure 29 consists of the following building blocks:
•

"Gateway Management Facility": provides basic gateway management functions (see 2.1.1) and a
"Command Line Interface" (CLI) that allows controlling the gateway via an attached mobile HMI.

•

"Service Management Facility": provides functions for managing the "SOCRADES Container" and
deployed services (see 2.1.2) via a "Web Service Interface" (WSI).

•

"Security Facility": provides required security functions (e.g. key management, authentication and
authorization, encryption and decryption) to be used by services deployed in the "SOCRADES
Container".

•

"SOCRADES Container": provides a runtime environment for "SOCRADES Services", including priority
scheduling of service requests, container-managed persistence, management of resources of the gateway
(e.g. access to attached sensor and device networks) etc. The following services may be offered as a
standard set:
o "Gateway Management Service": provides gateway management functions (see 2.1.1) via a WSI; is
based on functionality offered by the "Gateway Management Facility".
o "Security Service": provides security related functions via a WSI; is based on functionality offered by
the "Security Facility".
o "WSAN Management Service": provides functions for managing nodes in a WSAN (see 2.4.1) via a
WSI; is based on functionality offered by the "Sensor Network Messaging Stack".
o "WSAN Access Service": provides functions for accessing data and functionality of nodes in a WSAN
(see 2.4.2) via a WSI; is based on functionality offered by the "Sensor Network Messaging Stack".
o Arbitrary application specific services: additional services supporting specific applications may be
deployed in the "SOCRADES Container" provided that the respective permissions are given. These
services may be based on functionality offered by the facilities and protocol stacks available on the
gateway. Examples of these application specific services are the VDP types.

•

"Sensor Network Messaging Stack": provides a protocol independent interface for communication with
nodes in a WSAN; is based on specific "Protocol Adapters" supporting established communication
protocols for WSAN.
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•

"Protocol Adapters" for "Sensor Network Messaging Stack": selected standard protocol adapters for
wireless communication mechanisms (ZigBee, Bluetooth, Wireless LAN) should be offered by the
gateway depending on the radio HW available on the gateway. Sophisticated gateway implementations
should be extensible in terms of radio HW and protocol adapters.

•

"Device Network Messaging Stack": provides a protocol independent interface for communication with
nodes in a wired device network; is based on specific "Protocol Adapters" supporting established field
buses for wired device networks.

•

"Protocol Adapters" for "Device Network Messaging Stack": selected standard protocol adapters for field
buses (Modbus, Profinet, Profibus) should be offered by the gateway depending on the field bus HW
available on the gateway. Sophisticated gateway implementations should be extensible in terms of field
bus HW and protocol adapters.

4.4.1. Gateway Lifecycle
Figure 30 shows the state diagram for the lifecycle of the gateway. The transitions between the states reflect
that the gateway acts as a device as well as a service container.

INITIAL

shutdown
gateway

reinstall
software

boot
gateway

BOOTED

deactivate
service
container

reconfigure
gateway

activate
service
container

ACTIVE

Figure 30: Gateway lifecycle state diagram
The "INITIAL" state of the gateway serves as starting point for the boot procedure. It is equivalent to the
power-down state. The "BOOTED" state reflects a situation when the gateway is running, but the
"SOCRADES Container" and the services offered by it have not yet been started. In the "BOOTED" state,
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gateway maintenance activities (e.g. installation of software or reconfiguration of the gateway) may be
performed. In the "ACTIVE" state the "SOCRADES Container" and all services marked as active are running.
Transitions between the three states can be effected by using functions offered by the "Gateway Management
Facility".
4.4.2. Service Lifecycle
Figure 31 shows the state diagram for the lifecycle of a dynamically deployable gateway service.
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undeploy deploy
service service

redeploy
service

DEPLOYED

stop
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service

start
service

ACTIVE
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Figure 31: Service lifecycle state diagram
The "INITIAL" state of the service reflects the situation when the service is not installed on the gateway. The
"DEPLOYED" state reflects a situation when the service has been deployed in the "SOCRADES Container"
but has not yet been started. In the "DEPLOYED" state, service maintenance activities (e.g. redeployment or
reconfiguration of the service) may be performed. In the "ACTIVE" state the service is actually up and
running and may be used by SOCRADES clients. Transitions between the three states can be effected by
using functions offered by the "Service Management Facility".
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4.4.3. WSAN Node Lifecycle
Figure 32 shows the state diagram for the lifecycle of a node in a WSAN. This diagram can also serve as an
example for any remotely configurable device that is attached to a gateway.
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Figure 32: WSAN node lifecycle state diagram
The "INITIAL" state of a node in a WSAN reflects the situation when the node is not part of the WSAN. The
"DEPLOYED" state reflects a situation where the node has been deployed and integrated to some extent in
the WSAN. In the "DEPLOYED" state, node configuration activities (e.g. relocation of the node or
reorganization of the network topology) may be performed. The degree to what the node is integrated in the
WSAN is reflected by the sub states of the "DEPLOYED" state:
•

"NETWORKED": In this state, the node is integrated on the networking level (i.e. participating in mesh
networking and routing), but a specific node application has neither been installed nor activated.

•

"INSTALLED": In this state, the node is integrated on the networking level and a specific node
application is installed (i.e. the binary and the configuration parameters are residing in the node’s
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memory) but the application is not yet running. Application maintenance activities as reinstallation or
reconfiguration may be performed in this state.
•

"ACTIVE" state: In this state, the node is integrated on the networking level, a specific node application
is installed and the application is running.

Transitions between the two top level states and the three sub states of the "DEPLOYED" state can be
effected by using functions offered by the "WSAN Management Service".
4.4.4. Virtual Device Proxy Type Life-Cycle
Figure 33 shows the state diagram for the life cycle of the Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) type. The green
marked states are the main states, while the other states are meta-states.
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Figure 33: Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) type life cycle
The "INITIAL" state of the VDP type serves as starting point for the boot procedure. It is initiated while
deployment to the gateway server or on start-up of that server. It tries automatically to boot. If "BOOTING"
succeeds the VDP type is in the state "BOOTED". It will be possible to trigger explicitly the reinstall of
software ("REINSTALLING"), the configuration of the VDP type ("RECONFIGURING") or to activate the
VDP type ("ACTIVATING"). The VDP type goes into the mainly used state "ACTIVE" if the activation
succeeds. Only in this state the configured VDP instances will be activated automatically. The "ACTIVE"
state may be lost by explicitly triggering the "DEACTIVATING", which implicitly deactivates all according
VDP instances. The state "BOOTED" may be lost by explicitly triggering the "SHUT-DOWN" state.
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4.4.5. Virtual Device Proxy Instance Life-Cycle
Figure 34 shows the state diagram for the life cycle of the Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) instances. The green
marked states are the main states, while the other states are meta-states.
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Figure 34: Virtual Device Proxy (VDP) instance life cycle
The "INITIAL" state of the VDP instance serves as starting point for the boot procedure. It is initiated while
the "ACTIVATION" state of the VDP type state machine (see Figure 33). It tries automatically to boot. If
"BOOTING" succeeds the VDP instance is in the state "BOOTED". It will be possible to explicitly activate the
VDP type ("ACTIVATING"). The VDP instance goes into the mainly used state "ACTIVE" if the activation
succeeds. Only in this state the configured VDP instances will be activated automatically. The "ACTIVE"
state may be lost by explicitly triggering the "DEACTIVATING", which implicitly notifies this action to the
according VDP type. The state "BOOTED" may be lost by explicitly triggering the "SHUT-DOWN" state.

4.5. Mediators for data-centric control devices
This section describes a model for adapting the asynchronous, event-driven application model of Web
Services to the legacy isochronous data-driven of many automation controllers. It is assumed that the Web
Service mediator is able to access data variables in the controller through a fieldbus protocol, e.g. Modbus.
The values of the data variables are periodically polled by the mediator, e.g. every 10 milliseconds.
The methodology is described considering a mediator for one device that provides one type of operation.
The methods can be replicated for additional actions and for additional devices handled by the same
mediator.
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4.5.1. Liveness
A Boolean variable must be managed and exposed by the controller in order to represent the status of a
control program. The status can be either enabled (variable == true) or disabled (variable == false). When
enabled, invocations to the mediator Web Service will result in executing the control program.
The mediator must periodically poll this liveness variable in order to detect transitions. When a transition
false  true is detected, the mediator will multicast a WS-Discovery ‘Hello’ message indicating that the
service is active. Subsequent ‘Probe’ requests that match the Web Service will result in a ‘ProbeMatch’
message being returned, as per the WS-Discovery protocol. When a transition true  false is detected, the
mediator will multicast a Ws-Discovery ‘Bye’ message indicating that the Web Service is no longer available.
Subsequent ‘Probe’ requests will be ignored until the Web Service becomes active again.
4.5.2. Service invocations
When the mediator receives a service invocation, it must be transformed into a set of variables that will
trigger the execution of the corresponding control program in the controller. For this, a number of variables
must be set accordingly, which will cause the controller to understand that it must execute the program.
The first step is to set all the necessary variables that will control how the program is executed. For example,
if the program controls a valve, a variable must be set to indicate the target state: open/close. If the program
controls a servo mechanism, then a variable must be set to indicate the target the target position.
Once all variables have been set, a Boolean variable is set to true in order to trigger the execution. The
controller can trigger the execution in one of two ways:
•

The controller periodically tests the value of this variable to detect a false  true transition

•

If the controller has the necessary IEC-61131 features, an 1131 Task can be configured to start on the
rising edge of the variable.

Once the program starts, the trigger variable is reset to false. The program can then use the previously set
variables during the logic execution.
Figure 35 illustrates the sequence of interactions for a service invocation.

Figure 35: Sequence diagram for mediator Web Service invocation
4.5.3. Events
The mediator may be configured to produce event messages when certain process conditions are met, for
example:
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•

The triggered operation is completed

•

An intermediate task is completed (if there are several tasks per process cycle)

•

A process cycle is completed

•

An error condition is encountered

The controller must notify the mediator of such events through setting appropriate variable. The first step is
to set all variable that hold information about the event (e.g. a result of the process). The final step is to set a
boolean flag variable in order to notify of the event occurrence.
The mediator must continuously poll this flag in order to detect the event. When the event is detected, the
mediator will read the related variables in order to generate and dispatch the event message to all
subscribers. Subsequently, the flag is cleared.
A separate flag is needed for each type of event produced.
Figure 36 illustrates the sequence of interactions for an event generation.

Figure 36: Sequence diagram for mediator Web Service event publishing
4.5.4. Warnings and errors
As a special case of event notification, warnings and errors generate a notification but may have an impact
on future invocations of the Web Service. Both errors and warnings may result as a consequence of a fault or
an unexpected environmental or process condition. The differences between an error and a warning can be
summarized as follows:
•

An error is a condition that needs to be solved before the process can be executed again.

•

A warning reports an abnormal condition, but the process can still be executed. However, if unattended,
the warning may escalate to an error.

As a secondary consequence of an error, therefore, service invocations must not be accepted and an error
response must be generated (even if the Web Service is still active). No successful invocation should be
allowed until the error condition is removed.
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Contrary to other events, the error or warning flag are not cleared by the mediator; instead they are cleared
by the controller once that the error condition is removed.
Figure 37 illustrates an example sequence of interactions including an error situation.

Figure 37: Sequence diagram for an error condition managed by a Web Service mediator
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Annex A – Dissemination Levels
PU
PP
RE
CO

Public
Restricted to other programme participants (including the Commission Services)
Restricted to a group specified by the consortium (including the Commission Services)
Confidential, only for members of the consortium (including the Commission Services)
Table 6: Dissemination levels for a document
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